Nuclear medicine clinical practices for neoplasic disease diagnose and treatment are based on the incorporation of α, β and γ radiotracers and radiopharmaceuticals, which might be associated with potential damage. Thus, being necessary accurate dosimetry strategies. In vivo absorbed dose appears as an ideal solution. However, its implementation in clinics does not attain enough reliability. In this sense, different approaches were proposed for internal dosimetry calculations. This work presents a novel analytical-numerical approach for internal dosimetry purposes. Dedicated Monte Carlo simulations were performed by subroutines adapted from the FLUKA code. In-water EDK were evaluated at different photon energies and some typical γ-emitters radiopharmaceuticals; whereas DPK were obtained for both α-and β -emitters. Additionally, EDK and DPK were calculated for several biological tissues.
INTRODUCTION
Medical practices like nuclear medicine involve radiopharmaceuticals that are employed for therapeutic/diagnostic purposes, thus becoming necessary to minimize potential damage or side effects to nearby structures. Thereby, radioisotopes with short range are preferred [1] .
With the incorporation of radionuclides in patient for diagnose or therapy, internal dosimetry framework attempts to calculate the corresponding radiation dose and radiobiological quantities for estimating therapy effectiveness and potential risks. The availability of different proposed strategies for internal dosimetry makes possible to deal dose calculations with different methods.
During the last decades some models were proposed for dosimetry dedicated to therapies with radiopharmaceuticals labeled with radioactive emitters. However, these models are mainly devoted to β and γ emitters, being α particle treatment modality less investigated and actually not frequently used in clinics [1] [2] .
There are different modalities for employing radiopharmaceuticals labeled with α emitters in clinics. Targeted α therapy (TAT) constitutes a selective as well as systemic radiotherapy to primary and metastatic tumors. This technique methodology attains good performance even at a low dose rate and hypoxia regions, thus constituting a valuable treatment option. In fact, monoclonal antibodies that recognize tumor-associated antigens are conjugated to potent α emitting radionuclides to form the alpha-immunoconjugate [2] [3] .
From a physical point of view it has to be poined out that α particle with energy around 4 to 9 MeV can deposit about 100 keV/µm within a few cell diameters (40-90 µm). Therefore causing direct DNA double-strand breaks, which is considered that lead to cancer cell apoptosis [2] . As known, cell survival is relatively insensitive to the cell cycle or oxygen status for high ionization radiations. Among other relevant advantage, TAT is potent enough to eradicate disseminated cancer cells eliminating also cancer stem cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Monte Carlo techniques for radiation transport are able to accurately compute absorbed dose in non homogeneous media accounting for different tissues. Simulation of radiation transport across any medium is possible using several Monte Carlo codes and provides accurate dose estimation, achieving voxel-level dose mapping.
An integrate internal dosimetry system requires dedicated developments, the inclusion of different methods regarding basic physics to justify the proposed models.
Developed theoretical background
Typical quantities in internal dosimetry, like specific absorbed dose fraction, photon energy deposition kernel (EDK) and charged particle dose point kernels (DPK) are obtained from Boltzmann radiation transport main equation, according to expression 2.1 that applies to time independent radiance R (steady state radiation transport equation).
Parameters refer to extinction (σ T ), scattering (σ S ) and absorption (σ A ≡ σ T − σ S ) tensors, p( Ω , Ω) is the phase function and S( r, Ω) represents the source term. The proposed approach models R angular components in terms of the spherical harmonics base (Y i, j (Ω)) keeping the first more relevant contributions (c i, j ).
where Ψ is the scalar fluence and t j vector irradiance or current density. Considering the simplest case of point source in homogeneous isotropic medium: σ T , σ S and σ S tensors become coefficients thus the scattering component R S can be calculated from the primary R P (scattering production from source). Hence,
Thus, the problem is reduced to three relevant phase state variables (energy E, radial distance to the source r and angle θ betweenŝ andˆ ) and Q(r, θ ) is calculated in reference to R P by means of the primary flux Φ P . Arbitrary source can be described by discretization of time dependent source as sum of time pulses emitting spectrum of N energy channels at time t k (R k P (r,t)).
Q(r,t) = 4πΦ P (r 0 )e
where q k is the total source emission intensity corresponding to the pulse at t k .
Implementation of analytical model for voxel-level internal dosimetry
Scaled DPK are obtained from the above expressions integrating over all active source points. Abdsorbed dose D( r) is assessed by the convolution of kernel K ( r) and cumulative activity A ( r) tensors.
where K is constructed based on intrinsic spherical simmetry for the kernel and the cumulative activity A is the integral over all contributions of energy emissions from point sources located at r positions. Dosimetry calculation for radioisotopes is straightforwardly performed using DPK introducing the corresponding spectrum (I(E) = ∑ h q h E h )
where F and F −1 are the fast Fourier direct and inverse transforms; respectively. Finally, the system is capable of assessing radiobiological quantities as tumor control probability (TCP), once dose distribution are calculated. Linear-quadratic or linear-quadratic-cubic models are available for the estimation of TCP from absorbed dose distribution. It allows to interactively introduce radiobiological parameters associated with survival fraction and bulogical isoeffects.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In EDK and DPK calculations source emission is uniformly distributed over concentric spherical regions thereby being suitable to assess energy deposition by means of a shell tally.
It was introduced the suitable adimensional quatity X ≡ r/R csda for scaling particle range in the continous slowing down approximation (R csda ) in order to calculated scaled Dose Point Kernels (sDPK).
The obtained sDPK reported in Figure 1 were obtained performing a full stochastic approach adapting a dedicated subroutine based on FLUKA main code [4] [5]. The developed theoretical approach can be actually applied to assess internal dosimetry for any kind of therapeutic/imaging modality. As application example, a standard set of patient-specific images, both anatomic (CT) and metabolic (SPECT) have been used to test the performance of the developed model. Figure 2 shows some of the results for internal dosimetry that can be obtained with the calculation system.
Moreover, according to the purpose of the developed model, reliable 2D and 3D absorbed dose distribution should be attainable with the developed calculation system. Figures 3 and 4 present some of the available multidimensional graphics modalities of the visualization package. 
CONCLUSIONS
The theory developed proposing a novel analytical-numerical approach has shown to be robust and capable of successfully performing absorbed dose distribution, even at voxel-level, for internal dosimetry as a general purpose in nuclear medicine and for α emitters radiopharmaceuticals internal dosimetry in particular.
The sDPK were satisfactory obtained from the FLUKA main code in order to construct the necessary α particle sDPK database to be use in the developed system.
According to preliminary benchmarking [6] , the kernel convolution model has shown to be a reliable and valuable tool for fast and high performance computation of internal dosimetry aimed to nuclear medicine applications.
